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daily). The figures are stored locally, in order to be able to present
thumbnails quickly. The Lucene open source search engine is used
to index, retrieve, and rank the text (using the default statistical ranking). Publication date is stored as a separate field and can also be
used to sort the results). For tokenization, the standard analysis settings for Lucene are used: words are split at punctuation characters
and hyphens, unless there is a number in the token, and uses lowercasing, simple stemming, and stopword removal. The interface is
web-based and is implemented in python and PHP. Logs and other
information are stored using MySQL.
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Fig. 2. For the query mutagenesis results of searching over the captions,
showing the corresponding figures.

FUTURE WORK

In the near future we will provide full-text search, but since the usability of different ranking functions for biology articles is still not
well-understood, we plan to do extensive usability testing before
supporting this feature. One issue is whether or not different sections
should be weighted differently for different query types, (e.g., Shah
et al., 2003). We are also investigating how best to show excerpts or
summaries from full text.
We also plan to augment the caption search by indexing the parts
of the full text that refer to the caption, and to provide search over
table captions, to complement the figure caption search. We will also
incorporate filtering by metadata such as author and journal name,
and topical features such as genes/proteins, organisms, and species.
For the grid view, we plan to provide grouping according to categories that are of interest to biologists, such as sequence alignments
and phylogenetic trees. To this end, we are in the process of building a classifier for figures and their captions, in order to allow for
grouping by type. We have developed an image annotation interface
and are soliciting help with hand-labeling mated caption classifier.
Additional future developments on the BioText search engine will
depend on feedback and requests we receive from users, and the
results of usability testing.
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Fig. 3. For the query mutagenesis, results of searching over the captions,
showing the corresponding figures in the grid view.

2.2

Functionality

As mentioned above, figure captions contain important information
about experimental methods. For example, searching on “Western
Blot” in the current collection produces few results when run only
over title and abstract text, but returns more than a thousand results
in caption search (note that caption search does not currently also
search over abstracts). Similar behavior is seen for the queries PCR,
“phylogenetic tree”, and “sequence alignment”. The grid view may
be especially useful for seeing commonalities among topics, such
as all the phylogenetic trees that include a given gene, or seeing all
images of embryo development of some species.

2.3

Implementation

The current system indexes all Open Access articles available at
PubMedCentral. This collection consists of more than 150 journals,
20,000 articles, and 80,000 figures (new articles are downloaded
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